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quickFacts: Summit Series

The Summit Series offers a twist on BigToys’ long standing approach to creating balanced playground 
designs that provide both social and physical play. The open architecture encourages exploration of the 
entire structure, where even structural elements have become a part of the play experience.

Activities on the Summit Series are arranged so they are all accessible from the ground up, giving children of
all abilities a chance to play together in the same place. Adding BigToys’ freestanding activities can enhance
this ground level accessibility giving you a wide range of combinations for your playground project.

Balanced Play
Like all BigToys play equipment, the Summit Series was developed to provide a balance of both
social and physical play. This unique integration of activities creates spaces where children can
safely stop and socialize without leaving the play equipment.

Open Architecture
The open architecture encourages exploration of the entire structure, where even structural elements
become a part of the play experience. Children inherently want to gather in areas that offer a wide
vantage point from which to watch their peers playing. Summit Series “transparent” designs allow
children to view the entire play structure from anywhere within the equipment. Ease of supervision is
enhanced as a result of these open site lines too.

Ground Level Accessibility
Activities on the Summit Series are arranged so they are all accessible from the ground up, giving 
children of all abilities a chance to play together in the same place. This makes Summit Series 
designs a great addition to existing, non-ADA compliant play areas where accessibility is lacking.

Limited Space Requirements
The efficient Summit Series designs are able to be placed in areas were reduced space is a
concern. The densely packed activities and lack of platforms, roofs and enclosures allow for a
smaller footprint than other traditional playground designs.

Great Play Value
Unlike many competing products, Summit Series designs don’t include expensive, arbitrary
components that are added purely for aesthetic appeal. To provide our customers with the best
possible value, all components found on Summit Series structures serve a function that contributes
directly to play value.

Complying With, Not Avoiding Safety Standards
BigToys Summit Series features recognizable play events that are designed to comply with industry
safety standards. We view decisions by other manufacturers to rename activities to avoid meeting
safety standards as irresponsible and a disservice to customers and children.

Color Choices
Summit Series structures are available in all BigToys standard color schemes including Coastal,
Meadow, Baja and Woodland. These color “environments” are designed to provide a range of
pleasing color combinations that are also interesting to kids.

Alternate Upright Colors
All Summit Series designs made from recycled metal uprights include at least one alternate colored 
post as a means for adding variety and visual appeal.

BigToys Materials Choices
Like all BigToys play structures, Summit Series designs are available with a choice of recycled metal 
or conditioned wood uprights.
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BigToys Summit Series quickFACT continued

BigToys MBT-900 Rainier model shown.
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